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Introduction
In today’s world, cities are growing at an unprecedented speed....

In today’s world, cities are growing at an unprecedented speed.
The exponential growth of the human population, combined with
the increased rate of urbanization is causing governments and
municipalities a lot of problems. Housing scarcity, air pollution,
transportation, and governance are often mentioned in the
headlines, but what about other issues? The influx of immigrants,
tourists, and expats are causing segregation among the citizens,
increasing social tension within the community. What tools do
we have to improve social cohesion in a city?
Project “Zandkasteel” proposes a concept that aims to stimulate
acceptance between the pre-existing community of the Bijlmer
and the future residents of the “Zandkasteel” building. The
project is a collaboration between the housing organization
Wonam and the Master Digital Design (MDD). During a period of
20 weeks, a team of four master students was tasked to design
a solution for the aforementioned problem. This was done
under the supervision of the professors of the MDD and in close
cooperation with several members of Wonam.
This document aims to support Wonam in the realization of
the ZK Social Labs project and contains deliverables such
as stakeholder maps, service design blueprints, and value
propositions.
To define the scope of the project, the document starts with
showing the ecosystem and stakeholders that have been found

during research. In addition, the team conducted interviews
with members of the ecosystem to gain qualitative data. The
conclusions of the interviews will be discussed as they provide
key insights into the functionality of the concept. Besides
research on the community itself, competitor research has also
been done on the surrounding area to gain valuable insights for
market positioning.
The concept proposes a service that creates opportunities
and benefits for the local community. More specifically, the
service helps social initiatives to “kick-start” their projects so
that the local community can benefit from these activities.
To communicate the functionality of the concept, a website
prototype has been used as a tool to translate the concept
into a more concrete example. The prototype showcases key
functions such as the landing page, application form, and
account management sections.
To provide a more transparent overview of the service, a
package of several service design tools has been assembled.
These tools show the overall flow of the service, but also
describe which roles are involved, the different stages of the
service and what the target users will see. And lastly, a list of Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) has been compiled to measure the
performance, impact, and success of the intervention.
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Research
overview

During the process of creating this project, we explored
different ways of researching the neighborhood, its
inhabitants, and the context in which this project is inserted.
Throughout the next pages, we will report this process divided
into two sessions: field research and market research.
Field research includes different methods in which we
explored the brief and helped us to reach a concept to
address this project. Market research is more focused on the
main user of the project and helped us shape a better service
to supply this user needs.
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Field Research

Researching

During project Zandkasteel the team
experimented with different field research
methods, each method aiming to uncover
specific pieces of information. These methods
were adjusted along the course of the project
to make sure the gathered information was
still relevant. This chapter highlights the most
relevant findings of the research.
In total, the team conducted 15 interviews,
deployed one camera probe and two satellite
boxes. We will discuss two research results
(the interviews and one satellite probe) in the
next pages.
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Field Research - Interviews

Researching

The following ten main points have been found during
the interviews and will be explained briefly in the
following paragraphs.

1. The Bijlmer is improving
2. Very open community
3. Strong sense of community
4. High demand affordable of social housing
5. Fear of gentrification
6. Lack of activities and facilities in general
7. Lack of facilities for youth and elders
8. Distrust of government and companies
9. Diversity of demand
10. Willingness to participate
7

In most interviews, the interviewees were positive of
the Bijlmer’s development. The locals describe the
community as very open, tightly-knit, and multicultural,
and they don’t feel that the influx of expats and tourists
will negatively impact their lives, but still, they have
some concerns. Most of them state that the Bijlmer
was a “no-go zone”, and now it’s slowly becoming a
good neighborhood to live in. There is a high number
of people actively working to improve the quality of life
and you can find a large number of social initiatives in
the area.
Because of this development, the Bijlmer is seeing a
higher demand of housing. Interviewees pleaded for
more affordable housing and expressed fear that
due to gentrification, the local community will be
pushed out of the Bijlmer.
Another topic that reoccurred is the lack of activities
and facilities in general. People don’t have a lot of
recreational options, especially for the youth, things
like playgrounds and soccer-fields are scarce while
parks and shops are in abundance. For adults, there
are only a handful of nice bars and restaurants.
Some of the interviewees said that they go to the city
center for entertainment. Some interviewees also

feel that elderly people are most left out, there are very
few places where they can spend their free time. There
is also a general distrust of the government and large
companies in the Bijlmer. They often mentioned that
they do not feel included by such organizations and
that their interests might diverge from big companies’
intentions.
During research we noticed that there was a great
diversity of different demands and finding an “average
profile” of the citizens is very hard. The community exists
out of approximately 180 different cultures, all from a
different age range and education level. The solution
should, therefore, be something that is made and used
by the community itself. It should be flexible to be able
to adapt to future unforeseen needs.
And finally, the citizens were surprisingly eager to
participate in our research. In the interviews they
recommended a lot more people in their network.
This hints at a community that is very dedicated to
help improve their neighborhood. Involving more local
people in the design process would definitely help the
success of the project and should be considered as a
key stakeholder.
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Researching

“This is something that really
saddens me. That people have
talents, people are awesome. They
really want to do something but
they can’t because we don’t have a
capital (...) They are thinking about
different projects (...)

“I’m also in the creative business
community in Zuid-oost. (...)
Most of us, we want to be an
example for the others.”

Cecile - Bijlmer resident, Local Initiative Manager

Patrick - Bijlmer Resident - Local Business Owner

“People need to organize activities
themselves. [You] should look at
what all the groups in the area are
and what they need to get things
started.”

“[We’re going to] Just continue
working until it is no longer needed.”
Anonymous Social Initiative Owner
When questioned about the future plans for the initiative.

Rachel - Bijlmer Resident, Local Initiative Owner
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Field Research - Satellite Box

Researching

As a more open-ended experiment, we quickly
assembled a Satellite Box and positioned it at the New
Metropolis Zuid-Oost building, an open to public space
that holds community events, small art expositions, and
free working space in the Bijlmer. People would notice
the box and take initiative to write answers for the two
questions in the colored sheets of paper, fold them, and
insert them in the box. The questions were: “What do
you don’t like about the Bijlmer” (originally “Wat vindt
je minder leuk aan de Bijlmer?”) and a second pile,
composed of green paper with the question “What do
you like about the Bijlmer?” (originally “Wat vindt je leuk
aan de Bijlmer?”).After a period, we would collect those
answers and analyze them.
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Results:
39 answers, in which 17 were yellow (not like) and 22
were green (like).
With this experiment, we aimed to reach a bigger
audience than we can reach with our interviews. By
placing the box in a community center, we tried to
access a bigger range of local residents. First, it is
worth to mention how many different answers we
got from this simple experiment. There was no one
around this experiment to approach people and ask
for their participation. All the answers we got came
from the participants’ own initiative. This experiment
(alongside other methods like the interviews) indicates
how people in the area are willing to collaborate, and
wants to participate in the decision making of their
neighborhood.
By analyzing the content of the answers we can notice
some emerging themes throughout this experiment.
More than 30% of the positive answers mention words
like “diversity” and “multicultural”. The Bijlmer is a very
diverse neighborhood compared to other areas of
Amsterdam and its home for 150 different nationalities
according to municipality data. This mix of cultures
seems to be something that community is proud of.

Another theme that emerged from this experiment
is about the area transformation. It’s a neighborhood
that is going through an intense change over the
past years. Different companies are investing in new
developments in the area and our client is one example.
Those transformations are mentioned by more than
30% of the positive answers. But still, there are some
contrary opinions and points about this. Almost 25% of
the negative answers mention gentrification or some
aspects related to it as a bad point in the area. Although
these investments and transformations are perceived as
a good thing, there is a concern of the local population on
the consequences of it as well as their participation in the
process.
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Market Research

Researching

Market research is more focused on the main
user of the project and helps us to shape
a better service to supply the user’s needs.
In the following paragraphs, we will discuss
the most relevant results of the competitor
research and initiatives profiling. Because
our concept has changed throughout the
development of this project, we also included
an analysis of coworking spaces in the
area, even if this final service is not totally
connected to this.
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Market Research - Initiatives Profiling

Researching

Research was done through the internet to gain
insights on what kind of initiatives there are working in
the Bijlmer. We searched for initiatives using Google,
Facebook, and the Chamber of Commerce’s website.
The criteria on which they were analyzed were:
1. Their initiative size
2. The subject/type of their projects
3. Personnel size
4. Equipment they have and might need
36 social and cultural initiatives located in the
southeast area of Amsterdam were found and profiled.
The complete table can be found at:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xGSvzCsNEp4Q8Rxu2bv3N4qRh22gW2C/view?usp=sharing
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Market Research - Initiatives Profiling

Researching

From analyzing those initiatives, some conclusions or
deductions can be drawn:
- There are a lot of initiatives that already have facilities
or office spaces, and a lot that only have a registration
with the chamber of commerce and nothing else.
- A lot of places with a business address frequently use
external locations for holding meetups and events with
the public.
- Virtual offices might be appealing as a first step.
- More established initiatives have (financial) support
from the municipality and other sponsors, perhaps the
ZK could assist in a similar way.

- Social work seems to be the most prevalent, followed by
culture and entertainment, and then media.
- Most are relatively small initiatives (12) and medium (6)
with around ten to twelve employees.
- A reception desk and meeting rooms seem to be the
most important. Also, the event spaces are on high
demand.
- Incubator programs could be beneficial to help the
smaller initiatives grow.

- IT-infrastructure is a must for most initiatives,
audiovisual equipment might also be a good
investment to attract initiatives with goals in culture,
entertainment, and media.
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Market Research - Competitor Analysis

Researching

The Bijlmer has six big co-working spaces: Regus,
HNK Amsterdam, Scalehub, The Office Operators,
StrategieFabriek, and Ala Kondre. Also, additional twelve
co-working spaces have been analyzed throughout
Amsterdam. These competitors have been analyzed
according to their unique selling points (USP’s), different
functionalities, types of memberships, and available
amenities. The following paragraphs create a broad
overview of the current situation.
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Market Research - Competitor Analysis

Researching

Type of spaces

Membership types

- Fixed offices with equipment
- Full fledged working space (meeting room included)

- Rental of a desk per hour starting at €2.75 (if a person
works 8 hours a day, 5 days a week this is around €440
per month)

- Co-working, open desks available on a first come first
served basis

- Office spaces for teams ranging from €1.500 to €7.000
per month

- Virtual offices, you get a business address, phone and
mail service, but no actual space

- Ultra-flex workspace that you can change to suit your
needs starting at €199 per month

- Meeting rooms

- Individual memberships, corporate memberships and
business memberships, with different features (pricing on
request)

- Workshop rooms
- Atmospheric rooms (office in the garden etc.)
- DIY-room that the user can decorate on their own or
can choose the desirable equipment

- Contracts ranging from 1-60 months, with cheaper
prices the longer your contract lasts

- Creative rooms for inspiration plus working space
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Market Research - Competitor Analysis

Researching

Features included in memberships

Amenities

- Free pass to other services of the building

- Some include parking

- Business network

- Coffee & tea offered throughout the day is standard,
some offer fruit and bread as well

- Support team
- Cleaning and service cost covered

- Air conditioning

- Professional address and mail
- Free copies
- Ready-to-go IT infrastructure
- Fully furnished
- Unlimited wifi
- Working from different locations
- Reception services
- Security
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Market Research - Competitor Analysis

Researching

Conclusion
The ZK Social Labs shares certain aspects and similarities with other services
and programs (community centers, co-working spaces, social platforms and
incubator programs). The following list sums up some interesting aspects to
incorporate into the program to make it a more unique service.
- Pages advertising the initiatives working in the ZK

- Animal-friendly and sustainability

- Networking events

- Guide tours or free trials

- Mentorships

- On-site gym access

- Invite community to decorate the spaces and
promote local artists

- On-site daycare

- Catering from local restaurants

- Newsletter and promotional material

- Rating and qualitative feedback from users
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Concepting
overview

Over the next pages, we are going to introduce the concept
of the proposed service with the help of different tools.
Those tools are used to clarify relations and synthesize
more complex processes in a visual way. After every tool
visualization, we included a written analysis to help interpret
the findings of each session.
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Concept
The Bijlmer is an area under intense transformation.
What used to be one of the poorest areas in Amsterdam is
now a point of interest for a diverse range of investors and
companies. They bring with them a variety of different new
projects, developments and people in this area. On the other
hand, the local existing community often don’t feel included
or represented in such projects. As a consequence, the
social cohesion required for a harmonic neighborhood gets
affected.
This project aims to provide a solution in which the ZK
building and its future inhabitants can be accepted by this
local community and used as a tool to promote positive
transformation in the area. In addition to that, this project
promotes the participation of this local community as a
way to empower them in the decision making about their
neighborhood, nurturing different ways in which they relate
to and perceive the building.
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Concepting

The ZK Social Labs is a program where social initiatives apply
for space and funding to work in a project in return for the
community. Those initiatives can apply for the program and
the local community gets to vote in which initiatives will be
granted with space and funds. The project is cyclical and at
the end of each cycle, another round of social initiatives will
take place for new projects at the Social Labs.
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How could this be realized?

Concepting

The ZK building is going to be a huge
development composed of 340 residential
spaces, a big number of offices, coworking
spaces, and restaurants. What if we use a
minimal amount of this rent to fund and
support projects to positively transform the
neighborhood?
This project proposes the creation of a “Social
Capital Fund” to destine 1% of the collected
rent to support the realization of projects
voted by the community. In addition to that,
the project proposes the use of a physical
space in the building to serve as an office for
those selected initiatives to work during the
execution of the cycle.
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Program Schedule

Concepting

The program is divided into 5 different stages, in which each one is
focused on a specific goal.

5 stages of the soCial labs
1. Awareness

Bring social initiatives to our website.

2. engagement

Get social initiatives to apply for the program.

3. selection

Get the community to vote for the social initiatives.

Every full iteration
of the program, from
“Awareness” to the
“iteration”, lasts for 10
months.

4. Implementation

Get the initiative to work on its project.

5. Iteration

Make the project cyclical.
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Program Schedule

Concepting

Here is a proposed schedule on the stages and activities that compose the
ZK Social Labs program.

Ongoing process

The different stages needs to occur
simultaneously to make sure the
process keeps circular.

Deadline of applications

Deadline of applications

Comission to evaluate
submissions

Comission to evaluate
submissions

Applications are
open for submissions

Start of voting
Deadline of voting

Applications are
open for submissions

Start of voting
Deadline of voting

Initiatives moves in

The “Switching Ceremony“

Awareness
Engagement
Selection
implementation
iteration

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

Month 5

Month 6

Month 7

Month 8

Month 9

Month 10

Month 11

Month 12
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Stakeholder Map

Concepting

The stakeholder map is a representation of all the stakeholders involved in
a project, aimed at clarifying roles and relationships.

HIGH
INFLUENCE

KEEP SATISFIED

MANAGE CLOSELY

These stakeholders have a high influence on the
project, but low impact by the project itself.

These stakeholders have a high influence on the
project, and also high impact by the project itself.
SOCIAL INITIATIVES

WONAM

PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM

SPONSORS (POSSIBLE INVESTORS)

ENGAGED CITIZENS (COMISSION)
MENTORS

INFLUENCE
MONITOR

KEEP INFORMED

These stakeholders have a low influence on the
project, and also low impact by the project itself.

These stakeholders have low influence on the
project, but high impact by the project itself.

SCHOOL
MUNICIPALITY

RESIDENTS OF the building

VISITORS OF the building

Staff of the building

OFFICE WORKERS

LOCAL COMMUNITY

Companies at THE building

LOW
INFLUENCE
LOW
IMPACT

IMPACT

HIGH
IMPACT
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Stakeholder Map

Concepting

The stakeholder map is a representation of all the stakeholders involved in
a project, aimed at clarifying roles and relationships.

HIGH
INFLUENCE

Analysis

KEEP SATISFIED

MANAGE CLOSELY

These stakeholders have a high influence on the
project, but low impact by the project itself.

These stakeholders have a high influence on the
project, and also high impact by the project itself.
SOCIAL INITIATIVES

The stakeholder map shows the different parties involved in
the ZK Social Labs. The axis represents
the amount of influence
WONAM
or impact they have on the project.
The local initiatives, for
SPONSORS (POSSIBLE INVESTORS)
example, located on the high influence and high impact
spectrum, are the key stakeholders in the process. The
program’s success depends on their participation, without
them the program would fail. While on the other hand, the
school (that is part of ZK) has a low impact and low influence,
INFLUENCE
and should be monitored for activities that might influence the
MONITOR
project. But, it does
not directly affect the program’s success.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM
ENGAGED CITIZENS (COMISSION)
MENTORS

KEEP INFORMED

These stakeholders have a low influence on the
project,
and also low impact
by the
projectare
itself.the
important
stakeholders
of this
project

These stakeholders have low influence on the
project, but high impact by the project itself.

The most
ones
located at “Manage closely”, as these stakeholders have a lot
of influence and a high impact
on the ZK Social Labs. But the
SCHOOL
different types of stakeholders are explained in further detail
below for extra clarification. MUNICIPALITY

RESIDENTS OF the building

VISITORS OF the building

Staff of the building

OFFICE WORKERS

LOCAL COMMUNITY

Companies at THE building

LOW
INFLUENCE
LOW
IMPACT

IMPACT

HIGH
IMPACT
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Stakeholder Map

Concepting

The stakeholder map is a representation of all the stakeholders involved in
a project, aimed at clarifying roles and relationships.

HIGH
INFLUENCE

KEEP SATISFIED

MANAGE CLOSELY

These stakeholders
have a high influence on the
Manage closely
stakeholders
project, but low impact by the project itself.

stakeholders
have a high influence on the
KeepThese
inform
stakeholders
project, and also high impact by the project itself.

These are the most important stakeholders that form the
core of the project. The local initiatives
are the initiatives that
WONAM
have been found in the Bijlmer
during research and are, as
SPONSORS (POSSIBLE INVESTORS)
previously mentioned, a key partner for the success of the
project.

SOCIAL INITIATIVES
This group has a high
impact and low influence on the ZK
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM
Social Labs.

Furthermore, the engaged citizens, people that actively
engage in the process, are part of the Bijlmer Commission
INFLUENCE
(BC). This commission consists out of one or more
representatives MONITOR
of Wonam and several engaged citizens.
These stakeholders
a low(twice
influence
the
The job of the commission
is tohave
review
a on
year)
and also low
impact
by the
project
submissions for project,
the program
and
select
the
onesitself.
who are
eligible to proceed to the voting phase. They serve as a filter
to guarantee the applicants are
relevant to the community
SCHOOL
needs in the area.
MUNICIPALITY

The project management team will be the stakeholder who
is going to do all the heavy lifting. The team will be busy
maintaining and managing the ZK Social Labs all year round.
LOW
INFLUENCE
Their tasks range from prospecting new potential participants
to managing content on the ZK Social Labs website and make
sure that every
LOW part of the process runs smoothly.
IMPACT

ENGAGED CITIZENS (COMISSION)

The first group is composed of internal players in the building,
MENTORS
as most of them work
or live in the ZK. The building staff, its
residents, companies who rent offices, and its workers are part
of this group. This means it’s a must to inform them about the
activities and events that are going to happen, but they are
not a crucial component for those activities to happen.
KEEP INFORMED

These stakeholders
have low influence
on the
The second
group is composed
of stakeholders
that are
project,
high
impact bysuch
the project
itself.
external
frombut
the
building
as the
local community and
other possible visitors. They might want to partake in some of
RESIDENTS
OF the building
OForganize
the building
the activities
and events
the ZK SocialVISITORS
Labs will
such
as the voting
but in general,
they
are not the
Stafffor
ofinitiatives,
the building
OFFICE
WORKERS
main agents in the process.
LOCAL COMMUNITY

IMPACT

Companies at THE building

HIGH
IMPACT
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Stakeholder Map

Concepting

The stakeholder map is a representation of all the stakeholders involved in
a project, aimed at clarifying roles and relationships.

HIGH
INFLUENCE

KEEP SATISFIED

MANAGE CLOSELY

These stakeholders
have a high influence on the
Keep satisfied
stakeholders
project, but low impact by the project itself.

These stakeholders
have a high influence on the
Monitor
stakeholders
project, and also high impact by the project itself.

This stakeholder group consists of the main investors and
possible sponsors of the ZK Social
Labs. They have high
WONAM
influence in the process sinceSPONSORS
the program
wouldn’t be
(POSSIBLE INVESTORS)
possible without their funding. But they don’t necessarily
have a high/direct impact on the course of the program,
and should, therefore, be considered as stakeholders to keep
satisfied.

This group has theSOCIAL
least INITIATIVES
influence and impact on the ZK Social
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
TEAM
Labs, but should still
be taken
into consideration
for a few
reasons. The international
school, for instance, is part of the ZK
ENGAGED CITIZENS (COMISSION)
building and should, therefore, be monitored for activities and/
MENTORS
or events that might
affect the course of the program. The
same counts for the municipality that can in different ways
affect the building and the program.

INFLUENCE
MONITOR

KEEP INFORMED

These stakeholders have a low influence on the
project, and also low impact by the project itself.

These stakeholders have low influence on the
project, but high impact by the project itself.

SCHOOL
MUNICIPALITY

RESIDENTS OF the building

VISITORS OF the building

Staff of the building

OFFICE WORKERS

LOCAL COMMUNITY

Companies at THE building

LOW
INFLUENCE
LOW
IMPACT

IMPACT

HIGH
IMPACT
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Ecosystem Map

Concepting

The ecosystem map is a synthetic representation capturing all the key roles that
have an influence on the user, organization and service environment.

LOCAL
COMISSION
TEAM

Composes the...

LOCAL
COMMUNITY

Want to create impact at...
Analyzes submissions from....

MUNICIPALITY

Have a distrust for...
Communicate with...

Votes for...

LEGEND:
SOCIAL
INITIATIVES

Existing connection
New connection

Communicate with...

WONAM

Funds and give space for...

Supports the...
Supports the...
1% of rent goes to....

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
TEAM

Communicate with...

Rent property for...
Communicate with...

OFFICE
WORKERS AT
THE ZK

BUILDING
STAFF

Rent property for...
Communicate with...

1% of rent goes to....
Hire...

MENTORS

ZK RESIDENTS

COMPANIES
AT ZK
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Ecosystem Map

Concepting

The ecosystem map is a synthetic representation capturing all the key roles that
have an influence on the user, organization and service environment.

Analysis

LOCAL
COMISSION
TEAM

Composes the...

The ecosystem map displays the different stakeholders and
Want to create impact at...
the relationships they have with each other. The purpose of this
diagram is to show the state of each relationship and which
Analyzes submissions from....
are the new connections that should be formed to implement
this project.

LOCAL
COMMUNITY

MUNICIPALITY

Have a distrust for...
Communicate with...

Votes for...

LEGEND:
The most

important parties on the map are the social initiatives
and Wonam. They are the main stakeholders whoSOCIAL
need to
Existing
INITIATIVES
workconnection
closely together to make this project a reality.
To achieveFunds and give space for...
this, new relationships must be made. Those new connections
New
connection
are
marked light-blue. All these new connections have to be
Supports the...
initiated and maintained by the ZK Social Labs program. By
helping the social initiatives directly improve the neighborhood,
Rent property for...
Supports the...
an indirect relationship will be formed between the local
Communicate with...
community and the ZK.
1% of rent goes to....

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
TEAM

OFFICE
WORKERS AT
THE ZK

Communicate with...

WONAM

Communicate with...

BUILDING
STAFF

Rent property for...
Communicate with...

1% of rent goes to....
Hire...

MENTORS

ZK RESIDENTS

COMPANIES
AT ZK
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Value Proposition Canvas

Concepting

The value proposition canvas is a framework that ensure that there is a fit
between the product-service idea and the market.

THE SERVICE

THE user

• Space to promote the initiative
• A network of scale-ups companies to associate with
• Lowers the financial barriers
• Mentorship program for initiatives in house

• Make a positive contribution to neighborhood
• Funding
• Network with other companies and residents
• Attract new collaborators

• Getting funding

• Promotion of the initiatives
• Central space to work from
• Mentoring to help them grow

Gain creators
The SOcial
Labs

• Grow their initiative

SOCIAL
INITIATIVES
PAIN relievers

Pains
• Renting space is too expensive
• Limited funding
• Not having the right network to grow

• Predefined contract with Wonam
• Simplified bureaucratic processes
• Promotion of Social Initiatives to the community
• Discounts at coworking space after the project is finished

• Project/team management
• Promote their initiative

Gains

Service

• Find and rent an affordable
space for their project

Customer task
• Make an impact in the area of work
• Work with community members
• Inspire other community members
• Create and expand network

• Lack of participation from community
• Not have enough profit
• Promote the initiatives can be expensive
• Doing necessary paperwork
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Value Proposition Canvas

Concepting

The value proposition canvas is a framework that ensure that there is a fit
between the product-service idea and the market.

THE SERVICE

THE user

Analysis
• Space to promote the initiative
• A network of scale-ups companies to associate with

The value proposition diagram provides an overview of the
• Lowers the financial barriers
values/solutions related
to the encountered problems. The
• Mentorship program for initiatives in house
purpose of the value proposition diagram is to show why the
service is relevant and how it creates value.
During field research it became clear that there were actually
a lot of (social) initiatives, trying
to create a positive impact for
Gain creators
the community. We interviewed initiative owners, managers,
SOcial
Service
andThe
sent
out surveys
to try and understand them. We
Labs
discovered that most of them struggle with funding and some
PAIN relievers
of them have difficulties finding affordable space.
Starting at the right-hand side under “customer job”, we listed
the tasks an initiative owner/manager has to do. In this job list,
we listed the activities
that contract
are generic
and are executed by
• Predefined
with Wonam
most initiatives. Jobs
are processes
that may contain different
• Simplified
bureaucratic processes
Promotion
of Social
Initiatives to the community
“pain points” for the• user,
these
pain-points
are listed in the
• Discounts
at coworking
space
after the
project is In
finished
“pain” section and will
be used
for the
next
section.
the
“gain” section, possible solutions are generated to alleviate the
difficulties of the pain-points.

• Make a positive contribution to neighborhood

creates
value by connecting to the previously found pains
• Funding
• Network
other
companies
and residents
and gains.
Inwith
the
“gain
creator”
section, the concept provides
• Attract
new collaborators
funding
to lower
the financial barriers,• creates
a network of
Getting funding
• Promotion of the initiatives
different initiatives to share knowledge,
and
• Find
andestablishes
rent an affordablea
• Central space to work from
space
for
theirwork.
project
central platform for initiatives to showcase their
• Mentoring to help them grow

• Project/team management
• Promote their initiative

Through
research, it has been found that
social initiatives
Gains
• Grow their initiative
struggle with different things. Funding, getting a space,
SOCIAL
Customer
networking, and getting the
community
to knowtask
about their
INITIATIVES
initiative are some main points. The value proposition diagram
Pains
• Make an impact in the area of work
shows an overview of different solutions that are incorporated
• Work with community members
in the ZK
Social
Labs
to
solve
those
issues.
• Renting space is too expensive
• Inspire other community members
• Limited funding

• Not having the right network to grow

• Create and expand network

• Lack of participation from community
• Not have enough profit
• Promote the initiatives can be expensive
• Doing necessary paperwork

The left side represents the concept and how the concept
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Social Business Model Canvas

Concepting

This canvas goal is to support social innovators by designing their Business Models
while focusing on the impact they create for beneficiaries rather than creating profits.

Key resources

Key activities

type of intervention

Beneficiaries

Value proposition

Human resources:

Main activities:

Social Initiatives.

What?

Social Labs Manager

Fund and give space for social
initiatives for a limited amount time.

Physical space to be used as the
Social Labs.

Local community in the Zuidoost.

Empowering social initiatives to
achieve transformation in the Bijlmer.

Staff
Mentors
Commission of local people
Material resources:
Office amenities (desks, chairs, etc.)
Investments (real estate, equipment,
renovation).

Organize a voting system for choosing
the initiative that is being granted.

Mentorship progam and guidance.

Fund initiatives by using 1% of the rent
from the residents/offices of the ZK.

Organize mentorship sessions.

A democratic voting system to give
power to the community.

Providing the initiatives with free
space and funding.

Secondary activities:

Discount on co-working space to help
the initiatives transition.

Giving power for the community to
decide on which social initiatives gets
the space/fund.

Scouting for potential initiatives.
Organizing the community panel.

IT infrastructure

Facilitating a network of people trying
to create change in the Bijlmer.

Wonam:
Space in the building, subsidize the
initiatives, creating a management
team and investing in advertisements.
Social Labs team:
Manage the program.
Social Initiatives:
Willingness to create a project and
contribute to the local community.
Local Community:
Vote for the initiatives and compose
the commission to review applicants.
Mentors:
Support local in-house initiatives and
help ensure the sucess of the projects.

How?

Platform for promotion of initiatives.

Moderating the ZK Social Labs website.

Website (development and
maintenence)

partners + key
stakeholders

Funding and support system for the
initiatives.

Using the ZK as a place for the
initiatives to network with scale-ups
and the community.

Evaluating applications.

Held events to promote the program
such as “Switching Ceremony”.
Promote the goals and
accomplishments of initiatives.
Helping projects to get off the ground.

Giving space of platform to advertise
themselves.

Channels

cost structure

Website.

Subsidize the renting costs.

Social Media.

Funding the initiatives.

Open events.

Build and maintaining the online
platform.

Targeted advertisement.
Offline advertisement.
Physical space visit.
SEO.
Word of mouth.

Salaries of management team.
Advertising and promotion.
Compensation for mentors.

Offering mentorships for initiatives in
the program.
Offering discount for initiatives at
coworking space after the program is
completed.
Why?
Stimulate the “acceptance”of the
building with local community.
The social inititaives carry out projects
that help the entire community.
Stimulate more relationships between
the local community and new
residents.
Boost for more social innovation.
Helping maintaining the social
cohesion of an area under intense
transformation.
Guarantee a diverse spectrum of
projects by limiting the duration
program.
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Social Business Model Canvas

Concepting

This canvas goal is to support social innovators by designing their Business Models
while focusing on the impact they create for beneficiaries rather than creating profits.

Key resources

Key activities

type of intervention

Beneficiaries

Value proposition

Human resources:

Main activities:

Social Initiatives.

What?

Social Labs Manager

Fund and give space for social
initiatives for a limited amount time.

Physical space to be used as the
Social Labs.

Local community in the Zuidoost.

Empowering social initiatives to
achieve transformation in the Bijlmer.

Staff

Analysis

Mentors
Commission of local people

Organize a voting system for choosing
the initiative that is being granted.
Moderating the ZK Social Labs website.

Funding and support system for the
initiatives.
Platform for promotion of initiatives.
Mentorship progam and guidance.

How?
Fund initiatives by using 1% of the rent
from the residents/offices of the ZK.

ready to receive the initiatives and their visitors.
The Social Business ModelOrganize
Canvas
gives a good overview
of the
Providing the initiatives with free
mentorship sessions.
A democratic voting system to give
Material
resources:
key
components of the ZK Social Labs and implies the different
space and funding.
power to the community.
Officerelations
amenities (desks,
chairs,
Giving power for the community
Discount on co-working space
help
The tomaterial
resources are basic material requirements
that to
that
willetc.)
be necessary
during
realization. The sections
Secondary
activities:
decide
on
which
social
initiatives gets
the
initiatives
transition.
Investments (real estate, equipment,
will
be
necessary
for
the
ZK
Social
Labs.
This
section
is
selfof
the
canvas
will
be
discussed
in
the
paragraphs
below.
Scouting
for
potential
initiatives.
the
space/fund.
renovation).
Organizing the community panel.
explanatory.
Using the ZK as a place for the
Website (development and
initiatives to network with scale-ups
maintenence)
Evaluating
applications.
Key resources
and the community.
IT infrastructure
Facilitating a network of people trying
Partners
&
Key
stakeholders
Giving space of platform to advertise
to create change in the Bijlmer.
themselves.
Under the “key resources” Held
section,
human
resources and
events tothe
promote
the program
Offering mentorships for initiatives in
such as
“Switching
Ceremony”.
In this section, the key partners are listed and
what their
material resources are listed.
The
human
resources are the
the program.
Promote
the
goals
and
partners
+ key
Channels
structure
function in thecost
process
is. This section is self-explanatory.
people
who will be directlyaccomplishments
working with,
or for the ZK Social
Offering discount for initiatives at
of initiatives.
stakeholders
coworking space after the program is
Labs. The Social Labs manager
will be
of the pack,
Website.
Subsidize the renting costs.
Helping projects
to the
get offleader
the ground.
completed.
Wonam:
Key activities Funding the initiatives.
managing the whole project, communicating to the different
Social Media.
Why?
Space
in the building, subsidize
thedelegating tasks to his/her team. The Open events.
Build and maintaining the online
stakeholders,
and
Stimulate the “acceptance”of the
initiatives, creating a management
platform.
Targeted
advertisement.
buildingteam
with local
community.
who
are people with prior experience in the social
This section lists
theofactivities
of
the Social Labs
and
is
teammentors,
and investing in
advertisements.
Salaries
management
team.
Offline advertisement.
The
social
inititaives
carry
Socialbusiness
Labs team: field, are guides for new initiatives to support them in
divided into two
categories.
The “main” most
important
andout projects
Advertising
and
promotion.
that
help
the
entire
community.
Physical space visit.
Manage
the program.
time-specific activities,
then “secondary”
slightly
less
their
projects. The Bijlmer Commission (BC), which is a group
Compensation and
for mentors.
Stimulate
more relationships
between
SEO.
Socialthat
Initiatives:
the
local
community
and
new
important, prolonged activities. It is paramount that the endexists out of at least one member of Wonam, SocialWord
Labs
of mouth.
residents.
Willingness to create a project and
manager,
and
several
members
of
the
local
community.
This
users,
the
social
initiatives,
are
supported
in
the best way
contribute to the local community.
Boost for more social innovation.
will decide which initiatives are eligible to go to the next
possible as they form the core of the program.
Therefore, the
Localgroup
Community:
Helping maintaining the social
cohesion of an area
under
main activities aim to focus on this group specifically.
This
isintense
round
fromand
allcompose
the initial applications. The staff, which works for
Vote for
the initiatives
transformation.
the commission to review applicants.
done by handling the paperwork for funding,
organizing the
the building, doesn’t work directly for the ZK Social Labs. They
Guarantee a diverse spectrum of
Mentors:
are a required resource to maintain the space facilities are
voting system, organize the mentorships, etc.
projects by limiting the duration
Support local in-house initiatives and
help ensure the sucess of the projects.

program.
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Social Business Model Canvas

Concepting

This canvas goal is to support social innovators by designing their Business Models
while focusing on the impact they create for beneficiaries rather than creating profits.

Key resources

Key activities

type of intervention

Beneficiaries

Value proposition

Human resources:

Main activities:

Physical space to be used as the

Social Initiatives.

What?

Beneficiaries Local community in the Zuidoost.
The secondary activities are
meant to support, promote,Social
and
Labs.
Empowering social initiatives to
Social Labs Manager
Fund and give space for social
achieve transformation in the Bijlmer.
initiatives
for
a
limited
amount
time.
Funding
and
support
system
for
the
improve
the
ZK
Social
Labs
wherever
possible.
This
is
done
by
Staff
initiatives.
How?
a voting system
for choosing
The beneficiaries identify the groups who will
benefit directly
continuously scouting for Organize
new initiatives,
organizing
the BC
Mentors
the initiative that is being granted.
Platform for promotion of initiatives.
initiatives
by using 1% of the rent
from the ZK Social Labs, by either receiving Fund
grants
or being
meetings,
organizing the Switching
Ceremony, etc.
Commission
of local people
from the residents/offices of the ZK.
Moderating the ZK Social Labs website.
Mentorship progam and guidance.
impacted
from different projects created by
the social
Providing
the initiatives with free
Organize mentorship sessions.
A democratic voting system
to give
Material
resources:
space
and
funding.
power
to
the
community.
initiatives.
It is important that the Social Labs team is skilled in business
Office amenities (desks, chairs, etc.)
Giving power for the community to
Discount on co-working space to help
matters, civic matters, communication,
Secondary activities: and media
decide on which social initiatives gets
the
initiatives
transition.
Investments (real estate, equipment,
Scouting
for
potential
initiatives.
Cost
structure
management
as
they
need
to
work
with
a
vast
array
of
the space/fund.
renovation).
Organizing
the community panel.
Using the ZK as a place for the
different
tools
stakeholders.
Website
(development
and and very diverse
initiatives to network with scale-ups
maintenence)
Evaluating applications.
The cost structure provides an overview of and
thethe
main
costs
community.
IT infrastructure
Facilitating a network of people trying
of the program. The costs can be divided into
three
main
Type of intervention
Giving
space of
platform to advertise
to create change in the Bijlmer.
themselves.
groups. The biggest one being the funding of space and social
Held events to promote the program
Offering mentorships for initiatives in
such as “Switching Ceremony”.
initiatives. The second biggest being the maintenance
of the
The ZK Social Labs is a combination
of multiple pieces in which
the program.
Promote
the
goals
and
partners + key
Channels
structure
ZK Social Labs cost
platform
and salaries of the Social
Labs for
team.
can be described best as accomplishments
a service. It is
a system composed
Offering discount
initiatives at
of initiatives.
stakeholders
coworking space after the program is
Website.
the renting in
costs.
And lastly, the Subsidize
investments
supportive matters
such as
of people, processes, tools,Helping
andprojects
goals.
This
section
a
to get
off the
ground. shows
completed.
Wonam:
Media.
Funding
the initiatives.
advertising and
compensation
for mentorships.
simplified overview of different interventions from the ZKSocial
Social
Why?
Space in the building, subsidize the
Open
events.
Build
and
maintaining
the
online
Labs.
Stimulate the “acceptance”of the
initiatives, creating a management
platform.
Targeted advertisement.
building with local community.
team and investing in advertisements.
Value proposition
Salaries
of
management
team.
Offline advertisement.
The social inititaives carry out projects
SocialChannels
Labs team:
Advertising
and
promotion.
that help the entire community.
Physical space visit.
Manage the program.
This section summarizes
contents of the
valuemore
proposition
Compensation forthe
mentors.
Stimulate
relationships between
SEO.
Social Initiatives:
the local community and new
(as seen before) in a more compact and comprehensible
way.
This section shows a comprehensive list of all the different
Word of mouth.
residents.
Willingness to create a project and
ways
oflocal
communication
that could be used by the program.
contribute
to the
community.
Boost for more social innovation.
more channels are used, the higher the success rate of the
LocalThe
Community:
Helping maintaining the social
cohesion of an area under intense
Vote for
the initiatives
compose potential initiatives to be included in the
program
toand
attract
transformation.
the commission to review applicants.
program.
Guarantee a diverse spectrum of
Mentors:
Support local in-house initiatives and
help ensure the sucess of the projects.

projects by limiting the duration
program.
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Key Performance Indicators

Concepting

A Key Performance Indicator is a measurable value that demonstrates how
effectively a service is achieving key business objectives.

Engagement KPI’s

IMPACT KPI’s

Measures the interest and participation of diverse
stakeholders in the process.

Measures the quality of the service by its stakeholders
and overall return to the community.

Number of applicants
Measures the interest of social initiatives in the project.

Qualitative survey with participants
Evaluate the quality of the service provided.

Number of VOTERS
Measures the interest of local community in the project.

Survey to voters
Evaluate the quality of the program with the local community.

General traffic - Website Analytics
Measures the volume of interest of the project in the digital environment.

Research with impacted community
Evaluate the impact of individual projects within the community.

Referral traffic - Website Analytics
Measures the organic interest of the project in the digital environment.
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Key Performance Indicators

Concepting

A Key Performance Indicator is a measurable value that demonstrates how
effectively a service is achieving key business objectives.

Engagement KPI’s

Analysis

Measures the interest and participation of diverse
stakeholders in the process.
To evaluate the reach of the project and make sure the goals
are being achieved it is necessary to keep track of its progress.
By doing so, we can measure the impact and see how well
Number of applicants
the intervention
is working. A structured way to do this is by
Measures the interest of social initiatives in the project.
using Key Performance Indicators (KPI). KPI’s are a set of criteria
defined alongside service development as key factors that will
measure the success of the project. For the Social Labs, the KPI’s
are sorted into two categories, “Engagement KPI’s” and “Impact
Number of VOTERS
KPI’s”.
Measures the interest of local community in the project.

To gain insights into the engagement level of the project, we
can measure different points of the process through online
analytics. Through the number of applicants and voters, we
General traffic - Website Analytics
can Measures
evaluatethe
thevolume
reachofof
this project with its main users:
interest of the project in the digital environment.
social initiatives and the participation of local community. By
measuring the general website traffic, and referral traffic we
can evaluate the overall activity and interest on the website
and how much percent of this organically generated by its
Referral traffic - Website Analytics
users.
Measures the organic interest of the project in the digital environment.

IMPACT KPI’s
Measures the quality of the service by its stakeholders
and overall return to the community.
On the other hand, gaining insights into the project’s impact is
a bit different. To measure the quality of our offered service by
social initiatives, surveys are an efficient way to do this. It’s also
Qualitative
survey
with participants
important
to evaluate
the perceived
quality of the project by
Evaluate the quality of the service provided.
the local community, which is a way to evaluate the level of
acceptance that is discussed by this project.
And lastly, we recommend deploying a small team in the field
Survey to voters
to research and evaluate the impact of the developed projects.
Evaluate the quality of the program with the local community.
By doing interviews and infield research, a lot of inconspicuous
details might be uncovered which would never be the case
with a one-sided survey.
Research with impacted community
Evaluate the impact of individual projects within the community.
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Stage 1 - Awareness
Goal: Bring social initiatives to our website.

overview

01.

The main purpose of the awareness stage is to attract as
many social initiatives to the ZK Social Labs as possible.
Therefore, it should be an ongoing process throughout the
whole process and not only limited to the launch of the
program. This process will be described in the following
pages with the help of service design tools. This chapter can
be seen as a starting point or guideline for creating a new
user base for the program and is not exhaustive.
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Acquistion funnel

Stage 1 - Awareness

The acquisition funnel is a marketing model that illustrates the theoretical
customer journey toward the process of acquiring a good or service.

Awareness

The first stage of the funnel is focused on introducing
the Social Labs to social initiatives that potentilally can
take part in the program.

engagement

decision

The other stages of the funnel are focused in the
engagement and decision making process and will be
discussed in the next stage of the program.

action
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Acquistion funnel

Stage 1 - Awareness

The acquisition funnel is a marketing model that illustrates the theoretical
customer journey toward the process of acquiring a good or service.

Awareness

engagement

decision

action

Main tools:
Here is a list of potential tools to be implemented in order
to attract social initiatives to the Social Labs website. It’s
recommended that this stage of the program is assisted by
a communication agency.
Online resources:
- Content marketing
- Social media advertisement
- Paid advertisements
- Retargeting
- SEO
- Active email prospecting
Offlne resources:
- Active prospecting
- Offline advertisement
- Physical space activation
- Word of mouth
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User Journey

Stage 1 - Awareness

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

users Social Initiative
This is a created scenario representing the possible
ways a social initiative gets informed about the
Social Labs program.

user story

user story

user story

Receive an email / call
from the ZK Social Labs

Get impacted by
a Social Media
advertisement

Walks by a billboard
displaying an ad about
ZK Social Labs

Walks on the inner
street of ZK notices the
ZK Social Labs facilities

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

Email / Active
Prospection

Online Advertisement /
Organic Traffic

Offline Advertisement

Space Activation

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

user story

STage 2

Engagement
user Journey continues
on next stage...
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Stage 2 - Engagement
Goal: Get social initiatives to apply for the program.

overview

02.

The engagement stage describes the different processes
for the users to engage in the program. These steps are
mainly focused on the application process of the social
initiatives, but also describe several steps taken by the
project team and the Bijlmer Commission (BC). Essentially
three points occur during this phase. The social initiatives
apply for the program in a time-span of two months, the
BC has two weeks to go through all the applications and
approves if the candidates are eligible for the program (the
selected initiatives will go to the selection stage). And finally,
the project team sends out emails, containing important
information, to the initiatives that have been approved for
the ZK Social Labs. These three main steps will be explained in
further detail using several tools in the next pages.
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User Journey

Stage 2 - Engagement

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

users Social Initiative
This is a created scenario representing the journey of a
social initiative from visiting the website until it gets it’s
application approved to public voting.

user story
user story

user story

Visit website

Has questions about
how this program works

Checks past projects/
initiatives that he knows
that have used the
space before

touchpoints

touchpoints

Landing page
Emotion

user story

user story

Check application
requirements

Get information about
who is funding this

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

FAQ page / Use the
contact form to ask

Success stories/profiles
of past initiatives

Landing page

Sponsors page

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion
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User Journey

Stage 2 - Engagement

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

user story

Discusses the
opportunity with the
rest of his staff

user story

user story

user story

user story

Decides to apply

Comes up with an idea
for a project to pitch

Make plan/pitch/BMC/
etc.

Applies

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

-

-

-

Application Page

Application Page &
verification email

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion
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User Journey

Stage 2 - Engagement

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

user story

Waits for the deadline

Receives an email
informing that they are
approved

touchpoints

touchpoints

-

Approval Email

user story

STage 3
Selection
user Journey continues on next stage...

Emotion

Emotion
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Service Design Blueprint

Stage 2 - Engagement

A service blueprint is a diagram that displays the entire process of service delivery, by listing all
the activities that happen at each stage, performed by the different roles involved.

The application submission process
Physical
evidence

Website

Contact Form

Application form

Verification Email

User
Actions

Visits the website
and get information
about the program

Calls or emails to ask
questions

Fills out the form

Receives email
Confirmation

Onstage
contact
actions

Talks to a support
person

Send form for review

Backstage
contact
actions

Support team to
check emails and
solve questions

System / Person
registers the
submission

Support
processes

Database of
submissions & user
information

Deadline

Website layout
needs to update

Send automatic
mail upon form
submission

Stop application
form submission

Commission
to approve
applications
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Service Design Blueprint

Stage 2 - Engagement

A service blueprint is a diagram that displays the entire process of service delivery, by listing all
the activities that happen at each stage, performed by the different roles involved.

The application review process
Physical
evidence

Deadline

Approval Email

Refusal Email

User
Actions

Receives approval
email

Receives refusal
email

Onstage
contact
actions

Gets login and
password to access
the profile page
editor

Website layout
needs to update

Backstage
contact
actions

Stop application
form submission

Support
processes

Commission
to approve
applications

Project manager
sends emails to
applicants

Create keys for the
eligible applicants
to access profile
page editor

Early profile page
creation with
content from
application form
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Stage 3 - Selection
Goal: Get the community to vote for the
social initiatives.
overview

03.

In the selection stage, the approved initiatives are visible
on the ZK Social Labs website and they are allowed to edit
their project page that will be promoted to the public. During
this stage, the voting system is open to the community,
and they are allowed to vote on which initiative they think
should be the program. The voting period lasts for one month
to keep the momentum high. To make sure the process
is transparent to both public and participants, the voting
system is open and is being updated live.
The following pages will explain the different steps taken
by the initiatives, local community and project team at this
stage.
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User Journey

Stage 3 - selection

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

users Social Initiative
This is a created scenario representing the journey
of a social initiative from getting its application
approved until the end of voting phase.

user story

user story

user story

user story

user story

Receives an email
informing that they are
approved

Access the link and
discover the profile
page

Edit some basic
information to
complete the page

Receives email
informing that voting is
open

Check out other
candidates in the
process

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

Approval Email

Approval Email /
Profile Page

Profile Page

Email

Voting website

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion
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User Journey

Stage 3 - selection

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

user story

user story

user story

Check regurlarly the live
voting chart to see how
likely is to be the winner

Decides to improve
profile to try to get
more votes

user story

Votes for himself

Shares his profile with
the community to ask
them to vote

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

Voting website

Profile page

Voting website

Profile Page

-

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

user story

Deadline of voting

user Journey continues on next stage...
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User Journey

Stage 3 - selection

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

home Local community
This is a created scenario representing the journey
of a person voting for a social initiative in the Social
Labs program.

user story

user story

user story

See the initiatives that
are running for the
place

Considers which project
would be best for the
neighborhood

user story

Sees shared post on
social media

Access website and get
information about the
project

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

Social Media

Voting website

Voting website

Voting website

Voting website

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

user story

Select one initiative to
vote for
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User Journey

Stage 3 - selection

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

user story

user story

user story

user story

user story

Enter email to vote

Consent to receive
newsletter (optional)

Submit vote

Receives an email to
confirm their vote

Click on confirmation
link to validate vote

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

Voting form

Voting form

Voting form

Email

Email

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion
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User Journey

Stage 3 - selection

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

user story

user story

user story

On click, gets directed
to vote confirmation
page

Shares the initiative
on social media to get
more support

Receives monthly
newsletter with updates
from the program

touchpoints

touchpoints

Voting page

Voting page

Emotion

Emotion

In case of user
consent to
newsletter...

touchpoints

Email
Emotion
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Service Design Blueprint

Stage 3 - selection

A service blueprint is a diagram that displays the entire process of service delivery, by listing all
the activities that happen at each stage, performed by the different roles involved.

The voting process
Physical
evidence

Initiative Profile
Page

Website Voting
section

Confirmation email
for voting (Vote has
been registered)

Live Voting
System Results

User
Actions

Edits text, uploads
photos and videos

User access, view
participants and
submit email to vote

Receive an email with
a confirmation link

Is able to track
progress of
votes

Onstage
contact
actions

Project Manager
reviews submitted
content

Deadline

Page updated,
voting closed, total
votes shown

Backstage
contact
actions

Automatic page
upload as new
content is submitted

Voting system is
activated

Support
processes

Initiative Profile page
editor

Votes are registered
in the system, but
not confirmed yet

Automatic Email is
sent to confirm the
vote

Voting system is
deactivated

Votes are confirmed
in the database

Vote count is
updated on
the page
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Stage 4 - Implementation
Goal: Get the initiatives to work on their projects.

overview

04.

The implementation stage is where the initiatives can finally
get to work at the space. After the winners are announced
on the website, they receive an email to schedule an
appointment with the ZK Social Labs. During this meeting,
all the practical things get handled like signing the rental
contract, getting the keys to space, etc. The initiatives will
move into the building and the website gets updated with
who moved into the ZK Social Labs.
After the initiatives are settled, mentorships sessions will
happen on a regular basis to boost the success of those
initiatives in the program. Also at this stage, the applications
page for the next round opens again to ensure that there’s
enough time to transition to the next iteration.
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User Journey

Stage 4 - Implementation

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

users Social Initiative
This is a created scenario representing the journey
of a selected social initiative from the end of its time
within the program.

user story

user story

Receives an email
informing that they
became selected

Reply email and gets
in contact with the
support team of ZK

user story

user story

user story

Schedule a date for
contract signing

Prepare for the meeting
with documents

Attends to the meeting

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

Winner Email

Email

Email

Checklist at email

Social Labs physical
space

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion
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User Journey

Stage 4 - Implementation

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

user story
user story

user story

user story

user story

Signs the contract and
get keys

Move in

Receives monthly
payments from funding

Work on/Execute the
project

Upload project status
“initiative in house”
page

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

Social Labs physical
space

Social Labs physical
space

-

Social Labs physical
space

In-house initiative page

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion
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User Journey

Stage 4 - Implementation

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

user story

user story

Attend to mentorship
sessions

Prepare for the
Switching Ceremony

touchpoints

touchpoints

Social Labs physical
space

-

Emotion

Emotion

STage 5
Iteration
user Journey continues on next stage...
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Service Design Blueprint

Stage 4 - Implementation

A service blueprint is a diagram that displays the entire process of service delivery, by listing all
the activities that happen at each stage, performed by the different roles involved.

Moving in process
Physical
evidence

Email “Initiative
not selected“

Email “Initiative got
selected!“

Reception Visit

Contract

Keys of space

Moving in

User
Actions

Receives email
inviting initiative to
try again next time

Receives the email
with the next steps
and contact info

Attend reception
visit with required
documentation

Agree and sign the
contract

Get the keys to
Social Labs

Moves personal and
equipment to the
space

Schedule meeting
for arrangement
and visit

Get the keys to their
space and get info
about the space

Emails sent by
project manager

Bring the keys and
contract to be
signed

Onstage
contact
actions

Backstage
contact
actions

Support
processes

Emails sent by
project manager

Calendar of
availabilty

Arrangement the
space as they want

Contract & legal
agreements
registered

Legal procedures
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Service Design Blueprint

Stage 4 - Implementation

A service blueprint is a diagram that displays the entire process of service delivery, by listing all
the activities that happen at each stage, performed by the different roles involved.

executing projects processes
Physical
evidence

Website In-House
initiative profile
page

Monthly newsletter
sent to the
community

Mentorship
sessions

User
Actions

Keep recurring
updates about the
progress of the
project

Receives an email to
promote news about
projects

Attend mentorships
meetings

Onstage
contact
actions

Project Manager
reviews submitted
content

Schedule meeting
for arrangement
and visit

Backstage
contact
actions

Automatic page
upload as new
content is submitted

Edit and send
newsletter to
database

Support
processes

Initiative Profile
page editor

Email marketing tool
with database

Hire and schedule
mentors for the
sessions
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Stage 5 - Iteration
Goal: Make the project cyclical

overview

05.

The iteration stage marks the end of the six month cycle and is
a key moment in making the ZK Social Labs cyclical. The stage
focuses on the phasing out of the pre-selected initiative and
handles the different steps involved to make this transition
as smooth as possible. At the end of the six months cycle, a
“switching” ceremony will be held in the ZK building. For this
open ceremony, the current initiatives will present their work
and inspire others to create an impact. After presentations the
newly selected initiatives will be introduced, and given the keys
to the space (to start the new cycle). After the ceremony, the
phased-out initiatives are invited to become mentors for new
initiatives and are offered a discount on the co-working spaces
in case they want to continue working at the ZK. And on top of
that, their work/project will be moved to the “Past projects” page
on the ZK Social Labs website.
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User Journey

Stage 5 - iteration

A user journey is a series of steps which represent a scenario in which a user
might interact with the service that is being designed.

users Social Initiative
This is a created scenario representing the journey
of a social initiative from the “Switching Ceremony”
to the end of the program for this initiative.

user story
user story

user story

Writes a report about
the experience which
will be featured on the
website

user story

Gets invited to
participate on the
program as mentors

Gets invited to
continue the project
at coworking space at
discounted price

Switching Ceremony Presents in the ZK the
results of his project

user story

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

touchpoints

Event room at the ZK
Building

Social Labs physical
space

Past Projects page

Social Labs physical
space

CoWorking space

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Emotion

Move out

End of user journey
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Service Design Blueprint

Stage 5 - iteration

A service blueprint is a diagram that displays the entire process of service delivery, by listing all
the activities that happen at each stage, performed by the different roles involved.

Moving out process
Physical
evidence

Moving out
(old initiatives)

Switching
ceremony event

Website
Past projects page

Co-working
discount offer

Moving in
(new initiatives)

User
Actions

Leave the Social
Labs

The initiatives in house
presents their project
/ The next initiatives
shows their plans

Writes a final
report about the
experience

Successful initiatives gets
invited to continue working
at coworking spaces with
reduced prices

Moves personal and
equipment to the
space

Onstage
contact
actions

Space is cleaned
ready to accept the
newcomers

Backstage
contact
actions

Support
processes

Old initiatives are
invited to become
mentors for the
newcomers

Arrangement the
space as they want

Arrange
presentations and
keep stakeholders
informed

Past projects page
is updated with old
initiatives

Make a offer and
arrange transition

Host and promote
a open event for
community
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Design Specifications
overview

As a way to materialize the proposed service, we prototyped
some of the key screens at the process of voting for social
initiatives. These screens have been tested with different
people and improved after usability tests, and should serve
as guidelines for the project implementation.
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Design Specification

Homepage
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Cover

Design Specification

Information

Projects to vote

In-House Initiatives

Sponsor

Contact
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Cover

Design Specification

Information

Projects to vote

In-House Initiatives

Sponsor

Contact
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Cover

Design Specification

Information

Projects to vote

In-House Initiatives

Sponsor

Contact
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Design Specification

Cover

Homepage

Information

Projects to vote

In-House Initiatives

The homepage of the website has two main
goals: informing and calling users to action. The
first three sections on the website are all about
informing the visitors about the program itself, in
a clear and consise manner. The basic required
information to get a user to apply or vote can
be found at the main page of the website. But,
for more detailed information the user needs to
access other pages.
Also, the homepage is focused on incentivizing
the users to take the actions. There are several
buttons leading to the main action of the website
throughout the design, aiming to incentivize
participation.

Sponsor

Contact
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Cover

Information

Cover

dynamic content

Information

The website must be built in order
to be adaptable to different
moments of the project. As an
example, on the left the voting
process is open and candidates In-House Initiatives
can be seen at the homepage.
Projects to vote
On the right, votings is closed,
therefore this section is not visible.
Also, the main “call to action” on
Sponsor
the page changes from “Vote
now” to “Apply now”.
In-House Initiatives
Contact
Sponsor

Contact
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Design Specification

Discover
page
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Design Specification

Info

Projects

Sponsor

Contact
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Design Specification

transparent voting

We want the voting process to be as transparent
as possible. For that everyone can see the amount
of voting each project have and also the names of
the people who voted for it (on the next page).
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Design Specification

Project
page
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Design Specification

Call to action

Initiative promotion
Social proof

Shareability
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Design Specification

Customized content

To give to initiatives more power over the
content found on their project pages it’s
recommended to develop this website using a
Content Management System. Popular services
like Wordpress would allow different initiatives to
be in control over their own content, in different
moments of the project.
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Design Specification

Voting
Process
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Design Specification

Voting form
Enter name and email.
Consent or not to
receive email.

vote submission
confirmation

Access inbox to
view email.

Email
Click on the email to
confirm vote.
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Design Specification

`

Access inbox to
view email.

Email
Click onEmail
the email to
confirm vote.

confirmation page
Vote registered. User can share the
project or write a support message.
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Design Specification

after voting

After a user confirms his vote for a project, we still
give him options to interact with the project. By
using the sharing options, we increase the reach
of the service to more people. By writing a support
message, we create social proof to convice
moe people to decide to vote for a project.
Likewise, social proof indicates that the website is
trustworthy to use and share one’s email address
with.
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Final Recommendations
Overview

We decided to test our concept and interviewed four members of different
initiatives to validate the project. It can be concluded that they all think
that the ZK Social Labs is a beautiful concept. Funding and space are
one of the most common obstacles for social initiatives, this program
effectively targets it and helps them to overcome these obstacles. They
mentioned that the 1% is a very good example of goodwill to invest in
the neighborhood and also understand that the six months is aimed
to increase rotation and personal commitment, but still had some
comments on that. Another great thing is that the community is involved
in the process by participating in the voting campaigns. All in all, they think
the ZK Social Labs fits within the ecosystem of the community and has a
very good chance of becoming a success.
With that being said, over the next pages we collected some constructive
feedback from them on how to improve the ZK Social Labs even more.
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About the program
- The terms and conditions of the funding needs to
be made clear. How they’re going to spend it, how to
declare expenses, etc. How, where and to who do they
need to justify their expenses?
- Spending the funds should be flexible since every
social initiative is different. For example, the user can
spend it to buy materials, instead of just hiring material
(within reason of course). Add this to terms & conditions
of the program.
- The space is currently limited to an office setting
(tables, chairs, etc), this should be expanded with other
equipment and tools (audio/visual equipment, art tools,
whiteboards).
- The ZK Social Labs should be open to other types of
initiatives to increase the amount of applications.
- Relationships with the future residents of the ZKbuilding is something that needs to be addressed
more in the ZK Social Labs, as there are no clear efforts
present in the program right now. Which is a shame,
since they are the ones paying for the 1%, there should
be some kind of compensation for it.
- All interviewees appreciated the mentorship sessions
when get inside the building. They view this as an

indispensable component of the ZK Social Labs and think
it will increase the chance of success.
- Lola Bae is willing to help with the kick-off with the whole
project as they already have six possible participants.
Contact information:
Rachel Tokromo - LOLA BAE
kwartiermaker | Hettenheuvelweg 16, Paasheuvelweg 8,
Hogehilweg 13 & 15
maandag, dinsdag & woensdag | 11u00 – 16u00
telefonisch bereikbaar tussen 14u00 – 16u00
www.lolabae.nl
About the six months period
- It can be very difficult to link social initiatives to the
six months period, especially since every initiative and
project is different.
- There should be multiple options to be flexible in this
aspect. For example, if the goal hasn’t been reached
successfully, the initiative can apply for the program
again. Or in the application phase, the user can submit a
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project plan that spans a time-frame of one year.

About the Bijlmer Commission

About the application process

- All of the interviewees said that the Bijlmer Commission
(BC) should consist out of individuals from the different
layers of the community (young/old, male/female, rich/
poor, business oriented, community oriented, Wonam,
municipality, etc.)
- The following people asked to participate in the project
and are interested in becoming part of the BC:

- The current application should be followed by a
document (terms and conditions) which lists all the
details.
- The criteria of how an application will be reviewed is
unclear, it should be more transparent so the initiative
knows which points to focus on. There should be a clear
distinction between requirements and nice-to-have’s
in the criteria form.
- The required information of the application should
be simple; technical things like Business Model Canvas
(BMC), elevator pitches are yet unknown for some
starters with no prior experience.
- Suggest to create a guideline or maybe a video
that shows, step by step, how to formulate a good
application for the ZK Social Labs.
- The application form should also ask how they intend
to grow after the six months, to prevent initiatives from
dying out after their time at the ZK-building is over. This
will force them to think beyond their time at the ZK and
help them to root themselves in society.

Jasper Klapwijk - jasper@kantelingen.nl
Patrick Dorder - zuidoosttv@gmail.com
Rachel Tokromo - rachel@lolabae.nl
Roy Carter - roycarter1064@gmail.com
Voting system
- Active advertising of the ZK Social Labs will be key to its
success. Interviewees said a lot of the community wants
to participate, but the problem is being aware of the
existence of the ZK Social Labs. Using as many channels
as possible will tackle this problem.
- Add more language options as not every visitor is
well-versed in Dutch or English. Recommendations for
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first translations: Dutch, English, Spanish, Antillean
languages.
- Increase inclusivity by using other mediums besides
websites and social media (for 65+). Some ideas
were: Live events, TV, radio and influencers in the
neighborhood.
- Popularity contest (the phenomenon that people with
the biggest network are more likely to win) is an issue
and will always be an issue, since there are no easy
solutions for it.
After the six months:
- They believe that a discount to work inside the ZK
coworking could be a good support to help projects
after the cycle.
- There should be a possibility of applying a second
time in case they need more time to complete their
project.
- Also, relationships with entities who rent out (office)
space in Amsterdam (Lola Bae, Wonam, Municipality)
would help social initiatives to root themselves
permanently in the community.
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Researching

“The greatest thing about this, is
that it’s made possible by Wonam.
I’d never expect something like
this, especially the (1%) funding
from the total rent. I really find it
magistral.”
Jasper - Advisor in different initiatives in the Bijlmer

“Very good idea! Really interesting
how the local community can
participate in deciding who will
claim a spot inside the building. (...)
I would really like to help spreading
awareness about this project with
my TV station”
Patrick - Bijlmer Resident - Local Business Owner

“I really like the fact that the
community is at the center of this.
(...) I think that it is a very good
starting point since it’s unsure how
future residents are going to be part
of the community.”

“I’d like to volunteer as a member
of the Bijlmer Commission. I really
think that you will need driven
people, besides the skilled ones.”

Rachel - Bijlmer Resident, Local Initiative Owner

Roy - Bijlmer Resident - Collaborates in multiple initiatives
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